
How To Hub 

This is how it's done... 
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Punch Book - Digitising for Embroidery design by Bonnie Nielsen

Learn more: 

For more information go to www.madeira.co.uk 

Madeira supplies magnetic frames for various machine brands. N.B. The age of your machine
may affect compatibility. *We advise checking the picture of the adaptors for suitability.

MAG-FR-1210
MAG-FR-15
MAG-FR-24

Tajima
Happy Japan
SWF (universal frame)
Merlin (universal
frame)
Brother PR
ZSK
Melco
Barudan

Measure the length/width of an
existing frame or the distance between
the arms of your machine. 

The field size can be found in the
description for your machine, e.g.
AD-FR-MELCO 395mm
AD-FRSWF 500mm

12x10cm
Ideal for blazer and bag pockets, cuffs, collars, and other tricky
items. 

15x15cm
Ideal for left and right chest logos and thicker items such as 
karate belts, horse blankets and numnahs.

24x24cm  |  26x33cm
Ideal for jacket backs, puffer coats and other thick 
materials that are difficult to hoop with a traditional frame. 

HOW TO SELECT THE 
CORRECT MAGNETIC FRAME 

Choose frame size Choose adaptor Check & choose field size

Field size

Choose the correct adaptors for your          
machine from the diagram below.Watch video 

*

MAG-FR-LG-HAPPY 26x33
MAG-FR-LG-TAJIMA
26x33 

The 26x33 are only
available for Tajima and
Happy machines. 

Only available in 360mm field size.

N.B. The adaptors are fixed and are not removable on this size

*MAG-FR-24 not 
available for Brother PR

*



Magnetic Frame Adaptors 12CM X 10CM 15CM X 15CM
Compatible with:

AD-FR-UNIVERSAL 
SWF + MERLIN

AD-FR-MELCO
MELCO

AD-FR-BROTHERPR
BROTHER

AD-FR-HAPPY
HAPPY JAPAN

AD-FR-SWF 
SWF

AD-FR-UNIVERSAL 
SWF + MERLIN

AD-FR-ZSK 
ZSK

AD-FR-SWF 
SWF

AD-FR-SWF 
SWF

AD-FR-UNIVERSAL 
SWF + MERLIN

AD-FR-BARUDANSINGLE

AD-FR-TAJIMA 
TAJIMA

AD-FR-BARUDANMULTI
BARUDAN

Shop magnetic
frames

Threads  |  Stabilisers  |  Accessories
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